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Online science and technology museum is distributed in LAN or wan collection 
of digital resources, is the network technology as the core of the digital technology as 
the support, and establish a digital resources as the core resources system, not only 
can make the local and remote users inquire about information related to science and 
technology museum online, but also can the users access to other electronic resources 
information unexpected science and technology museum and realize information 
resources sharing finally. 
In this construction, the establishment of online science and technology museum 
system is based on the existing resources of science and technology museum, and the 
Internet is as a basic platform. It used modern science and technology to spread 
scientific knowledge, and carry out the new way and carrier for the forward-looking, 
innovative scientific work. It makes features of scientific, interesting and interactive; 
makes construction goal of scientific resources platform; builds digital science and 
technology museum both with popular science education and resources platform 
function in forum interactive mode.  
This system makes B/S+ MVC+ORM as the base, and uses MVC architecture 
and JAVA language to realize the basic function of online science and technology 
museum , which services to the users. This construction realized demand of the 
system, including the user management, science and technology information 
management, background management personnel administrator rights management, 
customer review management, and announcement, etc. It completely accords to the 
corresponding development life cycle,  when designing the system. To analyze the 
specific needs firstly, and then basic design based on it, coding and testing at the same 
time. This paper mainly expounds the technology mentioned above, the corresponding 
tools and development process. After finishing the science and technology museum 
network information, the user can be as in the actual science and technology museum 
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